Climate Wrongs and Human Rights

Putting people at the heart of climate-change policy

In failing to tackle climate change with urgency, rich countries are effectively violating the human rights of millions of the world’s poorest people. Continued excessive greenhouse-gas emissions primarily from industrialised nations are – with scientific certainty – creating floods, droughts, hurricanes, sea-level rise, and seasonal unpredictability. The result is failed harvests, disappearing islands, destroyed homes, water scarcity, and deepening health crises, which are undermining millions of peoples’ rights to life, security, food, water, health, shelter, and culture. Such rights violations could never truly be remedied in courts of law. Human-rights principles must be put at the heart of international climate-change policy making now, in order to stop this irreversible damage to humanity’s future.
Summary

‘Within an international community based upon the rule of law and universal values of equality, human rights and dignity, it is surely wrong for small, vulnerable communities to suffer because of the actions of other more powerful resource-rich countries, actions over which they have no control, and little or no protection.’ – President Gayoom, Republic of the Maldives

‘Human rights law is relevant because climate change causes human rights violations. But a human rights lens can also be helpful in approaching and managing climate change.’ – Mary Robinson, President, Realising Rights

Climate change is set to undermine human rights on a massive scale. International human-rights law states that, ‘In no case may a people be deprived of its own means of subsistence.’ But – as the Inter-governmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has documented in detail – rich countries’ continued excessive greenhouse-gas emissions are depriving millions of people of the very water, soil, and land on which they subsist.

Oxfam International believes that realising human rights is essential to lift people out of poverty and injustice. Our staff and local partners work with communities in over 100 countries, and are increasingly witnessing the devastating effects of more frequent and severe climatic events on poor people’s prospects for development. According to the IPCC, climate change could halve yields from rain-fed crops in parts of Africa as early as 2020, and put 50 million more people worldwide at risk of hunger. Almost half a million people today live on islands that are threatened with extinction by sea-level rise. And up to one billion people could face water shortages in Asia by the 2050s due to melted glaciers. These kinds of impacts, in turn, are likely to lead to mass migration across borders, and increasing conflict over scarce resources.

Rich countries’ emissions are effectively violating the rights of millions of the world’s poorest people. Twenty-three rich countries – including the USA, western Europe, Canada, Australia, and Japan – are home to just 14 per cent of the world’s population, but have produced 60 per cent of the world’s carbon emissions since 1850; and they still produce 40 per cent of annual carbon emissions today. In 1992, these countries committed to return their annual emissions to 1990 levels by 2000. Instead, by 2005 they had allowed their collective emissions to rise more than ten per cent above 1990 levels – with increases exceeding 15 per cent in Canada, Greece, Ireland, New Zealand, Portugal, Spain, and the USA. Their collective failure to act has raised the scientific risk - and the political risk – of global warming exceeding the critical threshold of 2oC.

Economics – which influences many current climate-policy debates – approaches decision-making by weighing up competing costs and benefits. But in a global context, how can the financial costs of cutting emissions in the richest countries be compared with the human costs of climate change for the world’s poorest people? The implications of such a trade-off are appalling. Human-rights principles provide an alternative to the assumption that everything – from carbon to malnutrition – can be priced, compared, and traded. Human rights are a fundamental moral claim each person has to
life’s essentials – such as food, water, shelter, and security – no matter how much or how little money or power they have. When the Universal Declaration of Human Rights was drawn up in 1948, its authors could not have imagined the complex global interconnectedness that climate change would create. Human-rights laws and institutions now need to evolve fast to rise to this unprecedented challenge, if they are to provide a means of stopping human rights worldwide from being further undermined by rich countries’ excessive greenhouse-gas emissions.

Sixty years on from the Universal Declaration, this paper sets out a new vision for a rights-centred approach to climate-change policies. It uses the norms and principles of human rights to guide national and international climate policy making now (Table 1).

Based on these principles, Oxfam calls for urgent action on the following

Table 1: A rights-centred approach to climate-change policy making

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Human rights principles for policy making</th>
<th>Policies for tackling climate change</th>
<th>Adaptation – building resilience to unavoidable impacts: now essential as a remedy for failing to respect and protect human rights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guarantee a core minimum – a basic standard of rights for all</td>
<td>States must implement national and international mitigation targets and policies that minimise the risk of exceeding 2°C warming</td>
<td>States must target disaster relief and adaptation initiatives to safeguard the essential claims – to life, food, water, shelter, and health – of the most vulnerable people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on vulnerability and those whose rights are most at risk</td>
<td>States must ensure their mitigation policies do not undermine vulnerable people’s rights, domestically or overseas</td>
<td>States must ensure that support for adaptation is channelled to the most vulnerable communities, such as women, minority groups, and children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure participation of people whose rights are affected by policies</td>
<td>States must ensure that the most affected communities and groups have effective voice in setting national and international mitigation targets and policies</td>
<td>States must ensure that the most affected communities participate in, and have ownership of, the design and implementation of adaptation initiatives in order to safeguard their rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide accountability and remedies for violations</td>
<td>States must report publicly on results in implementing mitigation targets and policies</td>
<td>States must ensure effective and transparent governance of national and international adaptation strategies and funds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deliver on international co-operation to realise rights worldwide</td>
<td>States must take on emissions cuts in line with their national responsibility for causing climate change and their capability to assist</td>
<td>States must finance international adaptation based on their national responsibility for causing climate change and their capability to assist</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

human-rights hotspots:
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• Rich countries must lead now in cutting global emissions to keep global warming well below 2°C. Global emissions must fall at least 80 per cent below 1990 levels by 2050, with rich countries delivering domestic cuts of at least 25–40 per cent by 2020.

• Rich countries must provide the finance needed for international adaptation. They have so far delivered only $92m to the fund set up for the least-developed countries – less than what people in the USA spend on sun-tan lotion in one month. Innovative financing is urgently needed to raise at least $50bn per year.

• Rich countries must provide the finance needed for low-carbon technologies in developing countries. Over 20 years, their contributions to multilateral climate funds for technology transfer have been on average $437m annually: western Europeans spent ten times that much buying vacuum cleaners last year. Commitment to a new scale of financing must be delivered in the post-2012 regime.

• Rich countries must halt their biofuel policies which are undermining poor people’s right to food, and leading to land and labour rights violations. Developing-country governments must likewise protect poor people’s rights through domestic regulation of biofuel production.

• Developing countries must focus their adaptation strategies on the most vulnerable people by putting poor communities at the heart of planning, addressing women’s needs and interests, and providing social-protection schemes.

• Developing countries must have ownership in managing international adaptation funds and, in turn, must be accountable to vulnerable communities for how the finance is spent.

• Companies must call on governments to act with far greater urgency in cutting global emissions, and must not lobby to block effective regulation.

• Companies must take significant steps to cut their global emissions in line with keeping global warming well below 2°C.

• Companies must ensure that their mitigation or adaptation projects do not undermine people’s rights, either due to the technologies used, or due to implementing them without consulting affected communities.

• Companies that source and sell globally can go much further in building communities’ climate resilience through their own supply-chain operations.

The ongoing climate negotiations – from Bali in 2007 to Copenhagen at the end of 2009 – are the best available chance for achieving the international co-operation needed to prevent dangerous climate change and to enable communities to adapt. That is why human rights must be placed at the heart of their deliberations. Indeed the impacts of climate change on the rights of the world’s most vulnerable people will be the critical test of whether these negotiations succeed.
1 How climate change undermines human rights

‘The frequency of the flooding is worse compared to ten years ago. Last October we had water up to our knees for four days. We don’t know why the weather is changing. We are very worried about losing our home, about losing our crops, about going hungry.’

– Ho Si Thuan, a rice farmer in Quang Tri province, Viet Nam

‘In the past there was enough rain…but now things are different. The rains have disappeared. The drinking water that we used to fetch from the riverbeds can no longer be found. There is a lot of thirst; even the few livestock we own have so little water. What can I do to address this thirst? I get so anxious. There aren’t enough words to express the pain.’

– Martina Longom, a farmer and mother in Kotido district, Uganda

International human-rights law states that, ‘In no case may a people be deprived of its own means of subsistence.’ Yet, due to excessive greenhouse-gas emissions produced primarily by rich countries, millions of the world’s poorest people’s rights are effectively being violated. They are losing the rainfall, crop land, biodiversity, and seasonal predictability that they subsist on – and that they depend on for their rights to life, security, food, shelter, health, and culture.

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that, ‘Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be fully realised.’ Yet, as the world’s scientists have made clear, rich countries’ failure to act with urgency in tackling climate change is leading towards social and international dis-order (Table 2).

Sixty years after the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, this paper sets out an approach to designing climate-change policies with human-rights norms and principles at their core, and highlights some hotspots where the current direction of climate policy is dangerously off course.

The international recognition of human rights – from 1948 onwards – has been crucial in establishing universal values. Human rights set in place for every person a fundamental claim to life’s essentials – such as food, water, shelter, and security – no matter how much or how little money or power they have. But there has been slow progress, nationally and internationally, over the past six decades in realising those rights. Millions of people – especially in developing countries – are now highly vulnerable to the coming impacts of climate change.
### Table 2: How climate change undermines human rights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Human-rights norms in international law</th>
<th>Current and projected impacts of climate change upon human rights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Right to Life and Security</strong></td>
<td>• There will be more deaths, disease, and injury due to the increasing frequency and intensity of heat waves, floods, storms, fires, and droughts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person.’ (UDHR, Article 3)</td>
<td>• Rising sea levels will increase the risk of death and injury by drowning. Up to 20 per cent of the world’s population live in river basins that are likely to be affected by increased flood hazard by the 2080s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Heat waves are likely to increase deaths among elderly or chronically sick people, young children, and the socially isolated. Europe’s 2003 heat wave – induced by climate change – resulted in 27,000 extra deaths.*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Right to Food</strong></td>
<td>• Future climate change is expected to put close to 50 million more people at risk of hunger by 2020, and an additional 132 million people by 2050.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘The State Parties to the present Covenant, recognise the fundamental right of everyone to be free from hunger…’ (ICESCR, Article 11)</td>
<td>• In Africa, shrinking arable land, shorter growing seasons, and lower crop yields will exacerbate malnutrition. In some countries, yields from rain-fed agriculture could fall by 50 per cent as soon as 2020.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• In parts of Asia, food security will be threatened due to water shortages and rising temperatures. Crop yields could fall by up to 30 per cent in Central and South Asia by 2050.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Right to Subsistence</strong></td>
<td>• <strong>Water:</strong> By 2020, between 75 million and 250 million people in Africa are likely to face greater water stress due to climate change. Reduced water flow from mountain glaciers could affect up to one billion people in Asia by the 2050s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of himself and of his family, including food, clothing, housing…’. (UDHR, Article 25)</td>
<td>• <strong>Natural resources:</strong> Approximately 20–30 per cent of plant and animal species assessed so far are likely to be at increased risk of extinction if average global temperatures rise more than 1.5–2.5°C. Coral bleaching and coastal erosion will affect fish stocks – currently the primary source of animal protein for one billion people.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘In no case may a people be deprived of its own means of subsistence.’ (ICCPR, Article 1.2 and ICESCR, Article 1.2)</td>
<td>• <strong>Property and shelter:</strong> Millions more people risk facing annual floods due to sea-level rise by the 2080s, mostly in the mega-deltas of Asia and Africa. On small islands, too, sea-level rise is expected to exacerbate inundation, storm surge, and erosion, threatening vital infrastructure, settlements, and facilities that support the livelihoods of island communities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Right to Health</strong></td>
<td>• Child malnutrition will increase, damaging growth and development prospects for millions of children.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘The State Parties to the present Covenant recognise the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health.’ (ICESCR, Article 12)</td>
<td>• Increasing floods and droughts will lead to more cases of diarrhoea and cholera. Over 150,000 people are currently estimated to die each year from diarrhoea, malaria, and malnutrition caused by climate change.*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Changing temperatures will cause some infectious diseases to spread into new areas. It is estimated that 220–400 million more people will be at risk of malaria. The risk of dengue fever is estimated to reach 3.5 billion people by 2085 due to climate change.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR); International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR); International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR); the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 2007, Working Group II; *World Health Organisation.
The rights of vulnerable social groups, including elderly people, disabled people, and marginalised communities, are particularly at risk:

**Women’s rights.** ‘*State Parties shall take into account the particular problems faced by rural women and the significant roles which rural women play in the economic survival of their families.*’ (Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women, Article 14). Inequalities between women and men – in the community, in the economy, and before the law – mean that women typically carry more responsibilities, but have fewer rights realised. Women produce up to 80 per cent of food grown in sub-Saharan Africa, and 60 per cent in Asia. Yet only five per cent of agricultural services are directed to women farmers, and they own just two per cent of the land and receive one per cent of agricultural credit worldwide. In addition, women and girls spend many more hours fetching fuel and water during floods or droughts in poor countries. Women are also the main carers for sick children and family members, and will usually be the first in the family to eat less when food is scarce. As a result, climate impacts put women’s rights to food, life, security, and health particularly at risk.

**Minorities’ rights.** ‘*Persons belonging to [ethnic, religious or linguistic] minorities shall not be denied the right, in community with other members of their group, to enjoy their own culture.*’ (International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Article 27). Minority and indigenous peoples are among the worst affected by the impacts of the changing climate, but are often the last to be assisted during disasters. In India’s severe floods of 2007, for example, the Dalit community were struck hardest, because they lived in flood-prone areas in low-quality housing, and they received emergency relief last, if at all. Furthermore, many minority and indigenous groups have a close interaction with natural resources in their livelihoods and cultures. Changing weather patterns that erode resources – such as forests, Arctic ice sheets, and entire islands – threaten the survival of whole cultures, from the Sami people of the Arctic to island communities in the Pacific.

**Children’s rights.** ‘*Every child has the inherent right to life…State Parties shall ensure to the maximum extent possible the survival and development of the child.*’ (Convention on the Rights of the Child, Article 6). Climate change is set to add to the threats that millions of children already face to their health and safety, food security, education, and livelihoods. In the next decade, up to 175 million children are likely to be affected each year by the kinds of disasters brought about by climate change. The effects can last a lifetime: in Niger, children under three who were born in a drought year and were affected by it are 72 per cent more likely to be stunted due to severe nutritional
deficits. Likewise, in Ethiopia children under six born in the same situation are 41 per cent more likely to be stunted. Worldwide, as early as 2010 there may be as many as 50 million environmentally displaced refugees, most of whom will be women and children.

2 Putting human rights at the heart of climate-change policy making

‘Safeguarding of human rights should be a key consideration in efforts to address the impact of climate change…the existing body of human rights norms and principles offers a solid foundation for responsible and effective thinking and action in this regard.’

— Kyung-wha Kang, UN Deputy High Commissioner of Human Rights

Why look at climate change through the lens of human rights? First, human rights help to anchor international policy making in the most widely shared set of international norms, and provide clear principles against which to assess current policy proposals. Second, a human-rights lens focuses attention on the people who are most vulnerable to climate impacts, yet whose voices are often heard least in debates, and insists that safeguarding their basic interests is non-negotiable. Third, human rights help to start identifying who is responsible for taking action and for bearing the costs of adjustment. Fourth, only a rights-centred approach captures the magnitude of injustice brought about by climate change, and acts as a moral spur to action.

Indeed, some governments and institutions are already calling for climate change to be addressed as a matter of human rights:

- Thirty-nine small-island developing states set out the Male’ Declaration on the Human Dimension of Global Climate Change in late 2007, highlighting the impact of climate change on their people’s human rights to life, property, an adequate standard of living, food, health, and cultural life.

- In late 2007, eminent human-rights lawyers in Asia and the Pacific, known as the Advisory Council of Jurists, recommended that the region’s governments recognise ‘the right to the environment’, and that they tackle climate change on the grounds of respecting this and other rights.

- In March 2008, The UN Human Rights Council called on the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights to conduct a detailed study of the relationship between human rights and climate change by March 2009, and to present the
findings to the world’s climate negotiators at the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). This motivation to tackle climate change because of human rights is reinforced by both economic and security interests. But economic incentives and enlightened self-interest alone will not ensure that the international community addresses climate change in a way that respects and protects the rights of the world’s poorest people. This is why it is essential to put human rights at the centre of climate-change policy making now.

**Litigate or negotiate?**

‘Climate change shows up countless weaknesses in our current institutional architecture, including its human rights mechanisms.’

– Mary Robinson, President, Realising Rights

As evidence grows linking specific floods, droughts, and hurricanes to human-induced climate change, so the pressure for legal action will grow too, on behalf of people whose rights are effectively being violated by countries and corporations that have long been producing excessive greenhouse-gas emissions. Several court cases have been brought – and some won – using national and international laws, but few have yet used human-rights law to seek redress.

Innovative cases are leading the way. In 2005 an alliance of Inuit from Canada and the USA filed a high-profile petition with the Inter-American Commission of Human Rights, arguing that, ‘the effects of global warming constitute violations of Inuit human rights for which the United States is responsible’ – including their rights to land, property, culture, subsistence, health, life, and security. The Inuit case – which received a hearing rather than a full court process – has proved important in drawing public attention to the issue, highlighting the damage that one country can inflict upon distant people, and raising critical questions of liability.

The barriers that such cases face highlight the inadequacies of international human-rights mechanisms to respond to a level of global interconnectedness which the authors of the Universal Declaration on Human Rights could not have imagined sixty years ago.

Human-rights litigation demands evidence that an injury has been caused to the rights of identifiable people, by an identifiable actor – in a court that recognises them both – as well as evidence that the injury could be redressed. That’s a particularly tough challenge for people whose rights are being undermined by excessive emissions from
diverse countries and companies, and for whom more severe weather events are already unavoidable, but yet to come.\textsuperscript{19} Worse still, there is no obvious venue where cases that address international impacts can be brought. Even when rich countries have signed up to binding regional human-rights instruments (as in the Americas and Europe), they still cannot be sued by people living outside of the region. So where can people from sub-Saharan Africa, South Asia, or the Pacific go to make the case for their rights against the world’s richest countries?

Human-rights laws and institutions must evolve fast to rise to the unprecedented international challenge that climate change creates. Creative human-rights lawyers could push to have courts recognise future injury (because of the delay between emissions and climatic events), and joint liability (since emissions come from multiple sources) in such cases. They could likewise seek to clarify and activate international legal obligations (due to the far-reaching international impacts of greenhouse-gas emissions), and call for an international venue (perhaps under the UNFCCC) where people whose rights are effectively being violated by other countries’ emissions can seek some form of redress.

In parallel to this much-needed legal innovation, however, the norms and principles of human rights can and must be used now to guide policy making, both in international negotiations and in national policy processes. That is the focus of the rest of this paper.

**Human-rights principles for policy making**

Human-rights principles impose three overriding obligations on all states:

- **Respecting rights:** States must refrain from interfering with people’s enjoyment of their rights.

- **Protecting rights:** States must prevent people’s rights from being violated by third parties (such as individuals, companies, or other countries).

- **Fulfilling rights:** States must take action – including legislative, administrative, budgetary, and judicial measures – towards the full realisation of people’s rights.\textsuperscript{20}

States must simultaneously realise these rights by:

- **Guaranteeing a core minimum:** States must ensure that everyone enjoys at the very least a basic standard of their rights, whatever the resources initially available.
• **Focusing on vulnerability:** States must focus first on those who are disadvantaged and whose rights are most at risk, in order to eliminate discrimination.

• **Ensuring participation:** States must enable people to participate in designing and implementing policies that will affect their rights.

• **Providing accountability:** States must establish mechanisms to monitor and report publicly on the status of rights, and to respond to violations by providing remedies for those affected.

• **Delivering on international co-operation:** All states – especially those with the economic means – must help realise human rights worldwide through international assistance and co-operation.

What do these human-rights principles imply for states’ responsibilities – nationally and internationally – in tackling climate change? There are three specific implications:

1. **Mitigation – reducing greenhouse-gas emissions – is critical for respecting and protecting people’s rights from being violated by climate change.** Countries’ excessive emissions are creating climate impacts that directly interfere with the natural resources on which people depend, and so countries are effectively violating people’s rights. Cutting excessive public- and private-sector emissions would fulfil one of the strongest obligations for states – at the core of human rights – which is to refrain from actions that harm others.

2. **Adaptation and disaster relief are now owed as remedies to people whose rights are being, or will be, violated by climate-change impacts.** Countries’ continued failure to cut their emissions significantly will trigger future climatic events that threaten to violate the rights of millions of people. The most important remedy now is to support vulnerable communities in adapting, so that floods, droughts, and unpredictable weather do not automatically undermine their food and water supplies, health, housing, culture and safety. And when severe climatic events do cause damage, compensation through disaster relief and recovery is likewise essential as a remedy.

3. **Both national and international action are essential to respect and protect rights in the face of climate change.** Each country’s government is held responsible for safeguarding the human rights of its people, to the extent possible. But people everywhere are vulnerable to the impacts of greenhouse-gas emissions produced elsewhere. Due to their primary role in causing climate change to date, rich countries therefore have an international responsibility to
lead in cutting global emissions, and to ensure that people in developing countries can both adapt to impacts, and adjust to low-carbon futures. These responsibilities are reflected in the UNFCCC’s principle of tackling climate change ‘in accordance with their common but differentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities’. If emissions from developing countries – such as Brazil, China, Singapore, and South Africa and others – continue to grow unchecked, then their international responsibility will likewise grow.

The following sections set out the implications of these principles specifically for policies on mitigation and adaptation, and for private-sector action, identifying some policy hotspots in each case.

3 Cutting global emissions

The fundamental way to reduce further risks of undermining millions of people’s rights to life, security, subsistence, food, and health is to urgently reduce global greenhouse-gas emissions.

How can human-rights principles guide how this is done?

- **Guarantee a core minimum:** Implement international and national mitigation targets and policies that have a low risk of exceeding 2°C warming. Governments setting targets for cutting emissions must aim to respect the rights of all, including poor people, women, indigenous people, elderly people, and children – and 2°C is the critical threshold.

- **Focus on vulnerability:** Ensure mitigation policies do not violate vulnerable people’s rights. In identifying strategies for cutting emissions – such as promoting biofuels, hydropower, or reduced deforestation – all governments must ensure that their policies do not undermine the rights of vulnerable people, in their own country or overseas.

- **Ensure participation:** Ensure that the most affected populations and social groups have effective voice in setting mitigation targets and policies. Countries with populations at greatest risk – such as the least-developed countries (LDCs), small-island developing states, and those in sub-Saharan Africa – must be allowed to participate fully and have effective voice in international negotiations on mitigation. Organisations representing indigenous people, women, and children, must also be able to participate effectively, nationally and internationally.

- **Provide accountability:** Report publicly on results in implementing mitigation targets and policies. Governments
must demonstrate how they are turning national targets into policy and practice, and whether this is succeeding in cutting emissions, both through public-sector action and private-sector regulation.

- **Deliver on international co-operation**: Countries must take on emissions cuts in line with their national responsibility for causing climate change and their capability to assist. Rich and high-emitting countries must move first, fastest, and furthest on this basis, so that developing countries can still realise rights within the constraints of the remaining atmospheric space.25

### Human-rights hotspots on mitigation

On the basis of these principles, where are mitigation policies far off track for delivering on rights? Three hotspots are highlighted.

1. **Rich countries must lead by setting emissions targets and policies that safeguard the rights of the most vulnerable people.**

   The science is clear: global warming must stay well below 2°C to avoid creating irreversible climate impacts that would undermine millions of people’s rights. To keep the risk of exceeding 2°C low, global emissions must peak by 2015 and then fall by at least 80 per cent below 1990 levels by 2050.26

   Emissions trends, however, are heading in the opposite direction among the 23 rich countries, known as Annex II under the UNFCCC.27 These countries are home to just 14 per cent of the world’s population but have produced over 60 per cent of cumulative carbon dioxide emissions since 1850, and still produce 40 per cent of annual emissions today.28 In 1992, they committed to cut their annual greenhouse-gas emissions back to 1990 levels by 2000.29 Instead, by 2005, their collective emissions had risen by more than ten per cent over 1990 levels – with increases exceeding 15 per cent in Canada, Greece, Ireland, New Zealand, Portugal, Spain, and the USA.30 Likewise, corporate emissions in the four most carbon-intensive sectors – oil and gas, mining, electric power, and utilities – increased significantly from 2001 to 2006.31

   Speaking on behalf of G8 leaders in July 2008, Prime Minister Fukuda of Japan said, ‘After today’s G8 summit we agreed to set the aim for a reduction of the entire global emissions of gases to 50 per cent by 2050 as a target to be taken up by the entire world’. This is an utterly inadequate pledge to come out of the G8 leaders’ meeting at such a critical time. Without a base year, it is meaningless; without a mid-term target, it is unrealistic; and without a commitment to rich countries making the vast majority of cuts, it is deeply unjust. Little wonder that South
Africa’s environment minister dismissed it as, ‘an empty slogan without substance’.

Few acknowledge that 50 per cent cuts on 1990 levels would lead to an alarming fifty–fifty chance of exceeding 2°C. No one would risk putting their own child on a plane with that chance of crashing. Yet the G8 leaders propose to put humanity on an equally devastating course.

Rich countries must start now to show leadership in reducing global emissions by cutting their domestic emissions by at least 25–40 per cent below 1990 levels by 2020. Are there signs of progress? The EU has committed to make 20 per cent cuts by 2020, rising to 30 per cent if other rich countries take similar measures, and Australia’s ratification of the Kyoto Protocol likewise helps to build momentum. But Canada has indicated that it does not plan to meet its commitment under the Kyoto Protocol, and the USA has so far made no national commitment, so further delaying urgent action. Rich countries must also commit to financing emissions cuts overseas – in line with their responsibility for causing climate change and their capability to assist.

2. Rich countries must deliver the finance and technology needed for poor countries to realise rights on a low-carbon pathway.

Since rich countries’ excessive emissions have left the rest of the world with so little atmospheric space, the global reductions required now threaten the right to development in poor countries. Rich countries must therefore deliver the finance and technology needed for poor countries to develop on low-carbon pathways and realise rights at the same time. This obligation was written into the UN climate convention in 1992, but over 15 years later, little has been delivered.

In 2030 alone, around $176bn in low-carbon investment and financing will be needed so that developing countries can keep their emissions within safe levels. Yet developing-country emissions on average need to peak as early as 2020, so significant financing is needed far sooner. Private finance will be crucial for this, but so too is public finance to achieve investment on the scale needed. Public finance is needed for: research and development for trialling new technologies; guarantees to leverage private investment; building local capacity to develop, adapt, and maintain technology; and licensing fees in cases where intellectual property rights act as a barrier to technology transfer.
Since 1991, total finance contributed to the Global Environment Facility for investing in emissions-reducing technology in developing countries has been just $3.3bn. The World Bank’s new Clean Technology Fund now aims to raise a further $5bn by 2010. This will bring rich countries’ multilateral funding for clean-energy technology transfer over 20 years to $8.3bn – equivalent to $437m per year: western Europeans spent ten times that amount buying vacuum cleaners last year. Private finance is, of course, crucial too: the GEF technology fund has leveraged a further $14bn of private-sector investment, and the Clean Development Mechanism currently generates investments of around $5bn a year. But the total is still nowhere close to what is needed to enable developing countries to curb their emissions and realise human rights at the same time. Rich countries must significantly step up their financing to deliver the scale of energy transformation needed.

In addition, rich countries are counting the financing for reducing developing-country emissions as part of their long-standing commitment to give 0.7 per cent of national income as official development assistance (ODA). Furthermore, it has so far been provided on a voluntary basis and not at all proportional to rich countries’ relative responsibilities and capabilities. Voluntarism is clearly failing to generate funding on the scale required. Innovative and mandatory mechanisms for raising finance for technology are urgently needed, such as levies on carbon taxes, cap-and-trade schemes, or other carbon-cutting market mechanisms.

3. Rich countries must halt biofuel policies that undermine poor people’s rights to food, land, and decent work.

Rapid rich-country action to cut carbon emissions is essential, but measures must be smart. Several approaches – such as initiatives to reduce emissions from deforestation, and some projects under the Clean Development Mechanism – have already raised human-rights concerns. Likewise, the current rush into biofuels is both failing to deliver emissions cuts, and undermining the rights of people in developing countries.

The UN Special Rapporteur on the Right to Food states that, ‘Governments must recognize their extra-territorial obligations towards the right to food. They should refrain from implementing any policies or programs that might have negative effects on the right to food of people living outside their territories’. Rich-country policies, especially in the USA and EU, are breaching this obligation. Their biofuel targets are creating a ‘scramble to supply’ in the developing world, forcing up food prices, while undermining labour rights and land rights.
Food prices have risen over 80 per cent in the last three years, with grain-price rises costing developing economies $324bn last year alone – more than three times what they received in aid. Rich-country biofuel programmes have been identified by the International Monetary Fund, among others, as a principal driver of this crisis, and may already be responsible for having pushed 30 million people into poverty.

The rights of workers on biofuel plantations are often routinely violated through poor working conditions, forced labour, and bans on forming trade unions. Likewise, the Chair of the UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues has warned that 60 million indigenous people worldwide are at risk of displacement due to biofuel plantations. The UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples states that relocation of indigenous people must not take place ‘without their free, prior and informed consent’, nor before ‘agreement on just and fair compensation’. Yet these principles are, in practice, the exception rather than the rule for communities whose land rights are often undermined by companies and local officials who view consent and compensation as unnecessary administration, rather than human rights. Developing-country governments clearly have the primary obligation to protect people’s rights in such situations, but rich countries must also amend their policies.

The EU has guaranteed that only biofuels deemed ‘sustainable’ will count towards its proposed target of ten per cent renewable energy for transport. But calls to include human rights within the EU’s sustainability framework have been ignored, meaning that biofuels produced in ways that undermine human rights may still be labelled as sustainable, and still eligible for subsidies.

Rich-country governments must put poor people’s rights before the interests of their agricultural and industrial lobbies by dismantling support for biofuels which offer no perceivable climate benefit so far, and by putting human rights at the heart of any biofuel-sustainability frameworks.

4 Adapting to unavoidable impacts

Since rich countries have failed to cut their emissions significantly over the past 15 years, many severe climate impacts are already happening, and future ones are unavoidable. If left unaddressed, they would create food, water, and health crises for millions of people. Adaptation and disaster relief are the only way to remedy these effective violations of poor people’s rights. Adaptation – which must be integrated into national planning – can build vulnerable
communities’ resilience so that floods, droughts, sea-level rise, and hurricanes do not automatically undermine their rights to life, food, water, shelter, and health. But disaster relief will also still be essential if severe events hit.

Every government is responsible for drawing up a national adaptation strategy to safeguard people’s rights. But what would a rights-centred approach to adaptation look like?

- **Guarantee a core minimum**: Design adaptation strategies and disaster-preparedness policies to ensure poor people’s essential claims to food, water, shelter, and health.

- **Focus on vulnerability**: Ensure support for adaptation is channelled to the most vulnerable communities, such as women, marginalised ethnic groups, and children. Developing countries with particularly vulnerable communities – such as small-island developing states, the LDCs, and others in sub-Saharan Africa – must get priority in receiving international adaptation finance.

- **Ensure participation**: Ensure that vulnerable communities have ownership of adaptation initiatives, by building on their knowledge, practices, and institutions. Internationally, vulnerable developing countries must have a major role in governing adaptation funds on behalf of their affected communities.

- **Provide accountability**: Ensure effective and transparent governance of adaptation strategies and funds. Governments must be accountable to affected communities for the success of adaptation plans, and must report publicly on the results. Internationally, adaptation finance must likewise be managed efficiently and transparently.

- **Deliver on international co-operation**: Rich countries must finance adaptation based on their national responsibility and capability. That finance must be: at the scale needed; provided as grants; new and additional to ODA commitments, and delivered predictably to enable effective planning.47

**Human-rights hotspots on adaptation**

‘No community with a sense of justice, compassion or respect for basic human rights should accept the current pattern of adaptation’.48

– Desmond Tutu, Archbishop Emeritus of Cape Town

Three hotspots on adaptation policies are highlighted here for urgent action.
1. All governments must ensure that national adaptation focuses on those people whose rights are most at risk.

National adaptation strategies must put communities at the centre of planning, focus particularly on women’s needs and interests, and guarantee essentials through social protection. Good practice is emerging – and it is working – but needs to spread much faster.

Local communities, who already hold much of the knowledge, experience, and resources needed to build resilience, must have ownership over the design and implementation of adaptation strategies. Farming communities in the wetlands of north-east Bangladesh, for example, have long been used to regular annual flooding. But now there are often early flash floods which threaten the rice harvest, the staple crop of the area. The government and NGOs have supported local farmers in running trials to test 17 different crops for flood resilience. The farmers can now choose how to diversify their cropping practices, so increasing their food and income security. Scaling up community-owned approaches like this one will be central to successful national strategies.

Safeguarding women’s rights must also be at the core of adaptation strategies. Yet a focus on women is missing from the text of the UNFCCC: gender-disaggregated data are not even required in national reporting on impacts or adaptation. Likewise, the vast majority of National Adaptation Programmes of Action (NAPAs), drawn up by the 50 LDCs, acknowledge the importance of addressing gender in adaptation, but fail to propose specific activities to ensure it happens. One exception is Malawi, which plans to build women’s resilience by digging more boreholes and planting new trees to ensure easier access to water and fuel, and by promoting micro-credit schemes so women can diversify their incomes. If adaptation strategies do not take account of women’s needs and interests from the start, they risk failing to protect the rights of at least half of the population.

Social-protection schemes can guarantee rights in the face of climate change. Temporary shocks – such as droughts or floods – often lead to a spiral of destitution. When emergency aid arrives too little and too late, families are left with no food or cash and so are forced to sell their livestock or tools, and stop paying for schools and clinics. This short-term distress strategy exacerbates their long-term vulnerability to future shocks. Social-protection schemes providing food, livestock, or cash can break this cycle and safeguard poor people’s right to subsistence, whatever shocks they face. In drought-prone Ethiopia, 85 per cent of the population depend on rain-fed agriculture, and so are highly vulnerable. The national Productive Safety Net Programme, covering five million people in 2005, guarantees five days of work.
each month to all rural households, in return for food or cash worth $4 for each family member. Many households involved in the first year said they ate better, avoided selling off their belongings, and kept children in school for longer, all thanks to the scheme.\textsuperscript{51} Social-protection schemes such as these will be essential as part of integrated adaptation strategies to safeguard the rights of the poorest.\textsuperscript{52}

International estimates of the costs of adaptation must likewise focus on the adaptation needs of the most vulnerable communities, and not just follow a mainstream economic analysis which is likely to fail to safeguard human rights in its calculations (see Box 1).

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|p{\textwidth}|}
\hline
\textbf{Box 1: When mainstream economics ignores human rights} \\
\hline
Economic analysis typically fails to take account of human rights because of the underlying assumptions and methods that economics uses. The approach to estimating the costs of adaptation in the UNFCCC’s important report, \textit{Investment and Financial Flows to Address Climate Change}, is a case in point.

In estimating the costs of agricultural adaptation, the authors assume that ‘\textit{the majority of additional investment needed} [for activities such as irrigating new areas, adopting new practices and moving processing facilities] \textit{would come from private sources, such as domestic agriculture, food and fisheries producers and processing firms and multinational seed companies, chemical companies and companies in manufacturing industries’}. But this top-down analysis assumes that those affected should cover the costs, and furthermore ignores the significant cost of safeguarding the rights to food and subsistence of the most vulnerable farmers: the developing world’s 400 million smallholders and labourers, especially women who farm on common land, and often without irrigation, or access to credit. Where poor people’s rights are at stake, this analytical approach goes strongly against the human-rights principle of providing a remedy by meeting the cost of the impacts that are being imposed upon poor people.

In estimating the costs of adapting to health impacts in developing countries, the authors focus on the expected increase in cases of malnutrition, malaria, and diarrhea – diseases whose incidence is greatest among the poorest households. The additional cost of treating these diseases will be $4–5bn per year by 2030, but the authors assume that, ‘\textit{based on current financing trends of health care, this amount is likely to be paid for mainly by the families of those affected}’. The analysis does go on to recognise that, ‘\textit{in countries where private individuals cannot cope with the additional cost of treatment, new and additional public financing will be necessary}’. But the presumption is that households will pay, until proven otherwise – even though the occurrence of malnutrition and diarrhea due to a lack of food or clean water are surely, in themselves, strong indications of household poverty. A human-rights approach instead calls for significant international funding for public investment in water services, low-cost malaria treatments, and social-protection schemes to ensure that vulnerable families do not face malnutrition in the first place.
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\begin{flushright}
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\end{flushright}
Source: Oxfam and UNFCCC (2007)

2. Rich countries must urgently deliver international adaptation finance.

Since rich countries’ excessive emissions have put poor people’s rights at risk in developing countries, human-rights norms create a strong obligation for them to provide a remedy by financing adaptation. This is recognised and reinforced in the UN climate convention: ‘The developed country Parties...shall also assist the developing country Parties that are particularly vulnerable to the adverse effects of climate change in meeting costs of adaptation to those adverse effects.’ To date, however, they are seriously failing to deliver.

Funding is nowhere close to scale. Oxfam estimates at least $50bn will be needed annually for adaptation in all developing countries, and far more if global emissions are not cut fast enough. Simply meeting the most urgent and immediate adaptation needs of the 50 LDCs, for example, will cost at least $2bn. But total pledges to the LDC Fund are just $173m. And finance so far delivered to that fund is $92m – less than what people in the USA spend on sun-tan lotion in one month.

Worse still, most rich countries are raising adaptation finance by diverting long-promised aid increases. In 1970, rich countries committed to contribute 0.7 per cent of their national income as ODA, but 38 years later they are collectively contributing far less than half of that. In July 2008, G8 leaders pledged $6bn to the World Bank’s Climate Investment Funds, all being counted towards promised ODA increases: this is simply diverting aid away from much-needed investments in health, education, and food security. So far only the Netherlands, which has already reached the 0.7 target, has committed to providing climate finance in addition, recognising that financing adaptation is a new obligation arising out of their responsibility for creating excessive emissions.

Adaptation finance must be provided as grants, since people in poor countries should not be expected to repay the funds needed to remedy violations of their rights. The World Bank-administered Pilot Programme for Climate Resilience (PPCR) – largely funded by the UK government – was first designed primarily as a loan-based scheme but, in the face of much protest, will now provide a better mix of grants and concessionary loans to developing countries: a step forward, but still not in line with the human-rights principle of providing a remedy.

If all countries contributed international adaptation finance in line with their responsibility for emissions, and their capability to assist,
then the USA, EU, Japan, Canada, and Australia would provide 95 per cent of the funding due (with the USA and EU together providing over 75 per cent), according to Oxfam’s Adaptation Financing Index. Yet these countries are not raising adaptation finance in any way that reflects their fair shares, so are failing to provide a remedy in proportion with their international responsibility.

Rich countries’ poor delivery shows that they will fail to finance adaptation through voluntary contributions. Binding financing targets may be needed, just as binding targets already exist for emissions. Innovative financing mechanisms are also urgently required. The UNFCCC’s Adaptation Fund is currently financed by a two per cent levy on carbon credits generated under the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) – but this levy will only raise at most $5bn by 2030. Possible additional sources include a global carbon tax, auctioning carbon permits under cap-and-trade schemes, or levies on airline and maritime emissions. Rich countries must move fast in agreeing to put such innovative finance in place.

3. Developing-country governments must have ownership in governing international adaptation funds.

Since adaptation finance is owed to safeguard the rights of communities facing climate impacts, their governments must have ownership in managing international adaptation funds and, in turn, must be accountable to those communities when spending the finance.

Developing countries have rightly secured strong representation in governing the UNFCCC’s Adaptation Fund, constituting the majority of the 16-member board, with four places reserved for Africa, small-island states, and the LDCs: ‘A major victory’, according to the Chair of the LDC Group, and an arrangement that gives ‘developing countries a more direct and equitable voice in how funds are prioritized and spent’, according to South Africa’s environment minister.

These gains, however, are at risk due to a proliferation of competing funds with less representative governance but large financial backing. The World Bank-administered PPCR aims to support developing-country governments, civil society, and affected communities in determining how to integrate adaptation into national planning; important for promoting national participation and accountability. But early plans for the PPCR’s international governance proposed a ‘donor-only’ board which would keep recipient countries informed through an ‘annual outreach forum’. Protest from developing countries and NGOs alike led to significant improvements in the fund’s structure: the board now includes representatives from developed and developing countries, including board members from
the Adaptation Fund, and the PPCR has an in-built sunset clause, to shut down and pass on lessons learned to the Adaptation Fund by 2012.

Other new funds are springing up, however, which inappropriately set up rich countries as ‘donors’, and fail to ensure ownership by the countries affected. The EU’s Global Climate Change Alliance has been established in order to finance the response to climate change in developing countries, including adaptation. The EU has launched it with $80m of non-ODA funding, but invites member states to contribute to it out of their ODA budgets, diverting much-needed increases in aid finance. Furthermore, it will most likely be delivered through traditional EC channels, instead of giving developing countries the lead in determining how the finance should best be used. The government of Japan and the United Nations Development Programme have likewise launched a $92m initiative (again, counted as ODA) for adaptation in Africa, but without clear plans to ensure that developing countries have strong ownership in its governance.

Instead of creating a proliferation of funds, rich countries should support the UNFCCC’s Adaptation Fund, and focus on ensuring that its structures and guidelines will likewise hold governments accountable for delivering finance to the communities whose rights are most at risk.

5 The private sector: what role on rights and climate change?

Human-rights obligations fall primarily on states, and part of every state’s responsibility is to protect people’s rights by regulating private-sector activity. At the same time, all companies have an obligation to ensure that their activities do not undermine human rights. This requires them to monitor and report on the impacts of their operations, and to take all necessary steps to avoid negative impacts. Leading companies are going further, promoting the fulfilment of rights through their corporate operations. 60

Companies are among the most powerful actors affecting climate change, both in producing major greenhouse-gas emissions, and in interacting with communities that are facing climate impacts. So what responsibilities for human rights do they have, in the face of climate change?

Respecting rights. All companies have the responsibility to:

- Take significant steps to cut their direct and indirect emissions in line with keeping global warming well below 2°C.
• Monitor and report on the direct and indirect emissions of their operations, providing complete and externally verified information to the public.

• Ensure their mitigation or adaptation projects do not undermine people’s rights, either due to the technologies they use, or due to implementing them without consulting affected communities.

• Refrain from lobbying or using influence to block effective regulation or agreements that aim to tackle climate change.

**Fulfilling rights.** Companies aiming to promote human rights should:

• **Call on governments to show leadership** in setting emissions targets for 2020 and 2050 that will keep global warming below 2°C, and support the ambitious policies needed to achieve this.

• **Create and disseminate technologies to reduce greenhouse-gas emissions,** such as renewable energy systems, and energy-efficient appliances.

• **Create appropriate, affordable, and accessible technologies for adaptation,** such as small-scale irrigation, drought-tolerant seeds, medicines, and weather-related insurance, as is relevant, to help poor people adapt effectively.

• **Contribute to building community resilience.** Companies that source and sell globally should ensure that vulnerable communities integral to their supply chains – such as farmers, workers, and consumers – build their resilience to climate-change impacts.

**Private-sector hotspots on human rights**

Two hotspots for action are highlighted here.

1. **Companies must go much further in promoting urgent action on climate change.**

In the run up to the UN’s 2007 Climate Conference in Bali, the business leaders of 150 leading global companies – from the USA to Europe, Australia, and China – called for a ‘sufficiently ambitious, international and comprehensive legally-binding United Nations agreement to reduce greenhouse gas emissions’, in order to give business long, legal, and loud signals to scale up investment in low-carbon technologies. Such calls for strong international leadership are much needed, but many companies are failing to back them up with commitments and action.
In July 2008, over 80 CEOs of major global companies called on the G8 leaders to aim for the ‘unambiguous’ goal of at least halving global greenhouse-gas emissions by 2050. By failing to set a base year, however, they made their own recommendation highly ambiguous. Against any plausible base year, this ambition falls far short of what is needed to stay below 2°C of warming.

Worse, some companies are still actively lobbying to block precisely the policy frameworks needed to shift investments from high- to low-carbon. Europe’s car manufacturers (through the European Automobile Manufacturers’ Association, ACEA), for example, have already weakened the EU’s proposals to make vehicles more fuel efficient, and are lobbying to weaken them further. Similarly, the International Air Transport Association (IATA) strongly opposed the European Parliament’s vote in July 2008 to bring aviation into the European Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS), in an apparent attempt to prolong the international community’s lack of emissions regulation for the aviation sector.

In May 2009 the World Business Council on Sustainable Development will co-host the ‘World Business Summit on Climate Change’ in Copenhagen, aiming to send a strong message to international negotiators on how to create and implement a successful post-2012 framework. Multinational companies must seize this opportunity to call for bold action in the international negotiations, by calling for global emissions cuts of at least 80 per cent on 1990 levels by 2050, and by supporting the formation and implementation of the progressive policies needed to make this possible.

2. Companies can go much further in supporting community resilience through their own supply chains.

Too few companies have started exploring how their own operations can be made climate resilient, let alone how their strategies for achieving supply-chain resilience could help or harm the communities – farmers, workers, neighbours, and consumers – they interact with in developing countries. This is a new area, with many uncertainties regarding climate impacts, but early planning is needed. Examples from three sectors are:

- **Agriculture: Collaborate in supply-chain resilience.** Climate change can destroy entire harvests or cripple yields if farmers don’t have the resources and technology needed to adapt to more erratic rainfall or more frequent floods. Companies sourcing their agricultural supply chains across Africa, Asia, and Latin America must move faster in working collaboratively with small farmers and local communities to ensure that
together they build the resilience needed to withstand the impacts. Sourcing companies could, for example, support smallholders in getting irrigation and other technologies they need to adapt to less reliable rainfall.

- **Water: Address core operations.** Across India, communities have accused major soft-drinks multinational corporations of using too much water in their operations, leaving households without access to water, one of their most basic rights. Such conflicts between companies and communities are set to worsen as climate change severely reduces water availability in many developing countries. All companies must ensure that their operations respect the community’s right to water; the World Business Council on Sustainable Development’s ongoing work in this area is very welcome. It is essential that more companies look not only at their own water needs, but also at how to integrate communities’ rights to water into their operational plans.

- **Insurance: Provide micro-products to reduce vulnerability.** Financial services for insurance, credit, savings, and remittances can play an enormous role in enabling communities to build their resilience to climate-change impacts. The financial industry is moving faster than other sectors to pilot new services in developing countries in response to climate change. In order to ensure such services are affordable for poor women and men in farming communities in Ethiopia, Oxfam has begun collaborating with major insurance companies to develop weather-related micro-insurance schemes for smallholders facing erratic rainfall and drought.

### 6 From climate wrongs to human rights

Economics and enlightened self-interest together create powerful reasons for urgently tackling climate change. But the irrefutable case for acting is not just because it pays to do so, nor just because it is in all countries’ long-term interest to do so, but because rich countries cannot keep violating the human rights of individuals – especially the world’s poorest people – by continuing to produce excessive greenhouse gas emissions.

The human-rights community – from the UN to national institutions and NGOs – must become more engaged in climate-policy debates, nationally and internationally. The upcoming study on climate change by the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights
will be important in clarifying states’ legal obligations to act, and in calling for climate policies that put human-rights principles first.

Human-rights law and institutions must evolve much faster to rise to the unprecedented international challenge that climate change creates. The International Criminal Court may have seemed inconceivable just ten years ago, but today it holds individuals to account for genocide, war crimes, and crimes against humanity. Well within the next ten years, there must likewise be an effective way of holding states and companies to account for the impact of their greenhouse-gas emissions upon the rights of millions of people.

Based on human-rights principles, Oxfam calls for urgent action on the following hotspots to be addressed in policy making now:

- **Rich countries must lead now in cutting global emissions to stay well below 2°C.** Global emissions must fall at least 80 per cent below 1990 levels by 2050, with rich countries delivering domestic cuts of at least 25–40 per cent by 2020.

- **Rich countries must provide the finance needed for international adaptation.** They have so far delivered only $92m to the fund for the least-developed countries – less than what people in the USA spend on sun-tan lotion in one month. Innovative financing is urgently needed to raise at least $50bn per year.

- **Rich countries must provide the finance needed for low-carbon technologies in developing countries.** Over 20 years, their contributions to multilateral climate funds for technology transfer have been on average $437m annually: western Europeans spent ten times that much buying vacuum cleaners last year. Commitment to a new scale of financing must be delivered in the post-2012 regime.

- **Rich countries must halt their biofuel policies** which are undermining poor people’s right to food, and leading to land and labour rights violations. Developing-country governments must likewise protect poor people’s rights through domestic regulation.

- **Developing countries must focus their adaptation strategies on the most vulnerable people** by putting poor communities at the heart of planning, addressing women’s needs and interests, and providing social-protection schemes.

- **Developing countries must have ownership in managing international adaptation funds** and, in turn, must be accountable to vulnerable communities for how the finance is spent.
• **Companies must call on governments to act with far greater urgency in cutting global emissions**, and must not lobby to block effective regulation.

• **Companies that source and sell globally can go much further in building communities’ climate resilience** through their own supply-chain operations.

Developed- and developing-country governments can and must do far more to stop climate change from causing the greatest violation of rights in the twenty-first century. These current two years of climate negotiations – from Bali in 2007 to Copenhagen in 2009 – provide the best available chance to get right the international policies needed to prevent dangerous climate change and to enable vulnerable communities to adapt. The impacts of climate change on the rights of the world’s most vulnerable people will be the critical test of whether they succeed.
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